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CamelBak Ultra Handheld 
Chill Flask Holder

Stay hydrated racing or training with this insulated, collapsible flask 
that uses an innovative elastic strap system where your hand can 
relax when carrying—even while toting your smartphone, cards, 
and keys in the attached zippered pocket. $45 camelbak.com

Ryders Aero Shades

In changing conditions, you can’t beat the Aero. The futuristic FYRE™ 
lens features permanent antiFOG coating, scratch resistance, and color 
boosting and light adaptation technologies for clear, crisp vision no 
matter the time of day. $240 ryderseyewear.com

Fresh Fall Running Gear
12 Picks for Men and Women

JENNY WILLDEN

Hot summer days are finally over. As the tempera-

tures cool and the days shorten, switch out your 

summer wear with new autumn apparel and gear 

picks made for running on crisp, cool days.

MEN

Brooks Canopy Jacket

Come wind or water, this jacket’s got your back. The 
breathable, weather-resistant fabric keeps you dry in a 
storm and stashes fast in its own pocket when the skies 
clear—with a wearable elastic band for toting it on your 
arm. $120 brooksrunning.com

Lululemon Lite Speed Short

When the weather’s looking iffy, wear these DWR-treated shorts to stay 
drier. With a breathable built-in liner and side venting to keep you cool 
when working hard, and pockets for stashing a smartphone—without 
bouncing—and energy gels. $68 lululemon.com

Balega Silver Socks

Run more, wash less with antimicrobial silver ion and 
Drymax socks designed to keep your feet fresh and dry. A 
deep heel pocket locks them in place and the seamless toe 
fends off blisters. $15 balega.com

Hoka Clifton 4

Known for its marshellow-y cushioning, this revamped 
model features new foam with improved longevity and 
rebound for a smooth, responsive ride. A breathable mesh 
upper and improved midfoot fit make this award-winning 
shoe even better. $130 hokaoneone.com
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WOMEN

Cotopaxi Paray Jacket

Fend off unexpected wind and rain with this DWR-coated mini-ripstop 
nylon shell that packs into itself. Breathable and featherlight, the jacket 
fits over a layer or two and has a scuba hood so your hair stays dry. 
$99.95 cotopaxi.com

Brooks Ghost Crop

This run-ready tight combines stretchy, moisture-wicking fabric with a 
longer length that’s great for fall days. A stay-put waistband means they 
never slide down—even when you stash a smartphone or keys in the 
sweat-resistant waistband pockets. The large rear pocket even fits an 
iPhone 6! $120 brooksrunning.com

FALKE Versatility Maximum 
Support Sports Bra

For runners needing more support, this seamless bra delivers. Features 
front zip design for easy on-off, and two-ply fabric construction to keep 
you drier. Designed for medium to large cup sizes. $85 falke.com

Kari Traa Marte Top

Transition into fall with this quick-dry tank that includes 
transparent mesh back to help transport moisture away 
from your skin and keep you dry and comfortable. Perfect 
for pairing under a jacket. $39.95 karitraa.com

Outdoor Research Overdrive  
Convertible Gloves

Misty mornings call for adaptable gloves; this softshell mitt slips over the knit 
glove to provide wind and water protection. When the skies clear, stash the mitt 
cover away in the wrist and keep on running. $45 outdoorresearch.com

Brooks Revel

Brooks’ first foray into the trendy flat-knit upper, this affordable trainer 
is similar to the popular Ghost but with a firmer feel, street style, and 
an affordable price. The seamless upper wraps around your foot 
for a comfortable fit while providing just the right amount of neutral 
cushioning. $100 brooksrunning.com


